CIC Swim Meet

Date: Friday 11 February 2011
Venue: Yeronga Park Swimming Complex
      55 School Road, Yeronga
      UBD Map 179 (N14)

ORDER OF EVENTS

1  50 metres  Breaststroke (unlimited)  10 Years to 13 Years
2  50 metres  Backstroke (unlimited)   10 Years to 13 Years
3  50 metres  Butterfly (unlimited)    10 Years to 13 Years
4  50 metres  Freestyle (unlimited)    10 Years to 13 Years

TIMING OF EVENTS

Warm Up       20mins       5:00pm – 5:20pm
Start First Race       5:20pm
Expected Finish       7:00pm

LANE DRAW

Lane 1  MBBC
Lane 2  MBBC
Lane 3  SLC
Lane 4  SLC
Lane 5  Iona
Lane 6  Iona
Lane 7  Villa
Lane 8  Villa

Additional Notes

Please note- No CIC Swimmers should be in the pool before the warm-up period begins (5:00pm)

There will be 2 swimmers in the water at once for all 50m events and each school is provide two time
keepers for their nominated lane.

Assistance with marshalling school teams at the starting end of the pool would be appreciated

BBQ and canteen will be operating.